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In consideration of those who may be allergic to heavy scents, we ask that you please refrain from wearing strong perfume or cologne.

2017-2018 SOU Tutunov Piano Series
Andrey Ponochevney– November 17th, 7:30 pm
Nikita Fitenko & Katerina Zaitseva– February 2nd, 7:30 pm
Sergio Marchegiani and Marco Schiavo– March 23rd, 7:30 pm
Tutunov and Friends: Season Finale– April 20th
For more info and tickets: 541-552-6348 and oca.sou.edu/box-office
The generosity of eight committed, music-loving couples launched the SOU Tutunov Piano Series. Join them and help sustain its artistic excellence.

SOU Foundation, 1250 Siskiyou Boulevard, Ashland, OR 97520
(541) 552-6127 • www.soufoundation.org (for online donations)

Be sure to note “For Tutunov Piano Series” on your generous donation
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Make check payable to: SOU Foundation (“Tutunov Series” on check memo)
His early polonaises often reflect a simple ternary or da capo form, and the Opus 26 set is the last to do so. John Palmer writes that “Forceful, almost violent gestures open the C-sharp Minor Polonaise...the aggressive rhythm and bare octaves, played fortissimo.” The trio section - a slower, lyrical episode – thus provides true contrast before the da capo repetition. Chopin sets the E-flat Minor Polonaise in ternary form, and once again it reflects the greater drama he brings to genre. Peter Schauf writes that is “defiant and upright, with its ominously dark opening figure leading to a dancing second motif in a more triumphant major key.”

NOCTURNES, OP. 27 (1835)

While Chopin’s 21 examples represent “the apogee of the pianistic nocturne” (2001 New Grove Dictionary), it was Irish composer and pianist John Field who established this 19th-century keyboard genre. Chopin’s earliest nocturnes (Op. 9, 1832) already moved beyond that style however, enriching it “with more drama and a greater intensity” (Chopin scholar David Rowland). The C-sharp Minor Nocturne opens ambiguously. Chopin delays the third of the chord – the pitch which identifies the mode until the third bar. The next note is only a half-step above, which could indicate the major mode instead. These bars establish a dark mood (“the gloomiest and grandest of Chopin’s moody canvasses” says James Huneker), relieved momentarily by the more active contrasting episode in the middle. And the coda in fact closes in C-sharp Major.

This provides the perfect link to the D-flat Major Nocturne which follows. Both the wide, 2-octave arpeggios in the left-hand accompaniment and the five, six, seven, and eight-note arabesque figuration signal departures from Field’s style. Unlike the A B A form of the first nocturne, this one is through-composed with two main themes. Chopin scholar Jim Samson writes “Taken together, the two themes represent Chopin’s ornamental melody at its finest. The opera house was one obvious influence; Mozart another.”

BALLADE NO. 2 in F Major, Op. 38 (1839)

How many composers invent a new genre? Earlier musical ballades were short vocal works with text, but Chopin’s abandon such programmatic associations with four untitled, non-programmatic ballades of great length. In addition, Chopin provides a new, free-form structure for the ballades. Like sonata form, he provides two main themes in different keys or modes – but the resemblance ends there. Ballade no. 2 opens in Andantino tempo, with a wonderfully gentle, folk-like theme in F Major. He follows this with a dramatic fortissimo theme (marked Presto con fuoco) of challenging 16th-note sextuplets in A Minor. One example of Chopin’s sophisticated approach to long-range form: he anticipated this new key within the opening theme. Both themes later return in the tonic F Major. He then writes an extensive coda based on new material. The final phrase returns to the gentle opening theme – but now in the key and mode of the second theme (A minor). This remarkable gesture of structural unity also means that Ballade no. 2 ends in a different key than it began, an early example of progressive tonality.
Biography (continued)

many others. “...Eugene Skovorodnikov played brilliantly. Unique virtuosity and beauty of tone were submitted to the spiritual criteria of interpretation. Concerto #1 by D. Shostakovich became a genuine revelation for the audience...” "Russian Youth", Russia Eugene Skovorodnikov was invited as a member of the juries to many piano international competitions, such as “Rome 1997”, “Rome 2002”, “Rome 2015”, “S. Rachmaninov” in Morcone (Italy), “16th Rina Sala Gallo Piano International Competition” in Monza (Italy), “1st Benjamino Cesi Piano International Competition” (Italy), “Premio Fausto Zadra - Citta Abano di Terme” (Italy), “Franz Liszt” Piano International Competition in Weimar (Germany), “Sigismund Thalberg” Piano International Competition (Italy) Eugene Skovorodnikov is Artistic Director of “Music Encore Concert Society” (Canada). He is frequently invited to perform and give master-classes at the international festivals such as “Summit Music Festival” in New York, International Music Academy in St. Petersburg (Russia), Masters de Pontlevoy (France), “International Chamber Music Festival” in Positano (Italy) and Shanghai (China), “Kharkov’s Assemblies” (Ukraine), “Burgos Music Festival” (Spain), “Schlern International Music Festival and Masterclass” (Italy), “Grand Nancy Music Academy” (France). From 1991 to 2011, Eugene Skovorodnikov has been teaching with the piano faculty at the University of British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver, Canada. Many of his students became winners of national and international competitions. Eugene Skovorodnikov is a Steinway Artist.

Program Notes

MAZURKAS, Op. 7 (1830-32)

Mazuraks, a folk dance in his native Poland, remained central to Chopin’s career. He wrote over fifty of them, far more than any other genre. However, musicologist Charles Rosen wrote “Chopin’s mazurkas contain few if any Polish tunes...He uses only fragments of melody, Polish formulas, typical nation rhythms, and combines them in his own way...They are the most eccentric and original of Chopin’s works.”

Orrin Howard of the Los Angeles Philharmonic writes about the Mazurkas of Opus 7. “They are the early pieces, composed when Chopin was all of 20 or 21. They have stood the test of time, most being of beguiling freshness and featuring an ingenuity of rhythm, form, and harmonic color. No. 1 in B-flat Major, with three distinct melodies in as many keys, is by turns exuberant (melody 1), thoughtful (melody 2), and Slavic (melody 3, with its drone bass and exotic melody. No. 2 in A Minor, although brief, has four distinct sections. It begins with an elegant, inward melody and proceeds finally to a vitally rhythmic tune that dances haughtily. No. 3 in F Minor, the most extended of Opus 7 has an 8-bar introduction. It occurs again to announce the return of the main theme, an animated melody with a wide-spaced, rolled-chord accompaniment.”

ETUDES, OP. 10 (1829-32)

Chopin basically invented the modern concert etude by turning a former “dry technical exercise into a lively, emotional story...In this, the Op. 10 etudes are truly Revolutionary” (music critic Fred Yu). Chopin also tends to place the most dramatic piece of a set as the finale, and that is certainly the case with the C Minor Etude which closes Opus 10. Chopin himself provided none of the nicknames in this set, and no previous etude “contained such tragic force” (Robert Collett). The relentless 16th-note figuration in the left hand naturally draws most of the attention. But Chopin also focused on a range of legato effects, aiming for higher artistic standards which transcend mere technical passage-work.

The E Major Etude stands apart from most of Chopin’s other etudes by its slow tempo, Lento. Chopin considered its main theme to be one of his best melodies, a view confirmed over the next two centuries by its continued popularity. The gentleness and restrained nature of the opening and closing sections present “as much an exercise for the pianist’s ear as well as the hands” (Malcolm Kandzia). They enclose a fiery and passionate middle section.

POLONAISES, OP. 26 (1835)

Along with the Mazurka, the Polonaise – a stately processional dance – provides another example of a Polish genre that remained a central feature of Chopin’s career. It constitutes both his first compositions at age seven and his first published work, and he returned to the polonaise throughout his career. And while many composers of the early 19th century wrote them in a conventionally brilliant salon style, those of Chopin “reflected a more profound engagement with Polish folk and national dimensions...and a far wider emotional range” (New Grove).